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Int roduction
Steiner Triple systems are mostly
used in Combinatorics which is a
branch in mathematics. A Steiner
triple system of order n; S TS(n) , is a
pair (X,B) which consists of a set X
of n points and set B of 3-e iement
subsets ofX (called triples or blocks),
with the property that any two points
of X lie in a unique triple.(Cameron.,
1994).

Using Steiner triple systems one can
construct new graphs, called Block
Intersection Graph. The "B lock
Intersection Graph" of a Steiner
triple system of order n denoted by
BlG(STS(n) j, is a graph with the
triples in B being the vertices of the
graph, and with an edge jo ining two
of its vertices if and only if the
corresponding triples contain a
common point. Since a S7S(n) has
replication number, any BIG(,\'T.Wn))
is clearly regular of degree .
Moreover. each point in X will
correspond to a unique clique ill the
BIG(STS(n)). and any two of these n
cliques will intersect in precisely one
vertex. In our work , the BIG(S TS(n))
for any STS(n) has been constructed
and the BIG(STS(n)) has been
decomposed into triangles (Horak
and Rosa, 1984).

Methodology
Various partition of the triples in a
STS(n) into small configurat ion are
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considered. In particular. one such is
a "triangulation" of a STS(n), which
is a partition of the triples into sets of
three, any two of the three
intersecting, but with no point
common to all three triples. If the
81'S(n) has number of blocks, • 110t
divisible by three, then either one or
two triples are omitted from the
partition. depending upon whether is
I or 2 (mod 3). Thus three triples of
the form [a.b.d.i.ta.c.e], {h,cj} form
a "triangle " in a possible
tr iangulation, \...'here the points a, b
and c are in two of the three triples.

A triangulation of a STS(n) will
correspond to a parallel class of
triangles in the B1G(.~r.S(n)) .

However, any triangle in a
B1G(ST:.Wn)) does not necessarily
correspond to such a "triangle "
consisting of three triples as above.
For instance. the three triples of the
form {a,h,c}.{a.d,e}.{aj.g} will also
correspond to a triangle in the
BIG(STS(n)), although these three
triples form a "3-windmi/l " and not a
"triangle "( Mullin et al., 1897).

When the BIG has an odd degree. a
spanning subgraphof odd degree
needs to be removed first. Depending
upon the number of edges the BIG
contains. th is spanning subgraph is
either a 1- factor, or it has one edge
more than a I-factor (is usually
denoted by T for tripole), or else two
edges more than a I-factor. We refer
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to such a minima l set of unused
edges in the BIG decomposit ion into
trian gles as the leave . The leav es
ot her than a I-fac tor are g iven in the
fo llowing figures .

.-'" ". .

So the vertices of BIGrs7Sri;; are
A,B,C,V,E,F,G and BIGISTS(71)
co nstructed by A.B.C.D.E.f :G is a new
STS(7) and its geometr ic
representa tion is given below:

B -={1.2,./}
D ='f3,./.6}
F:{5.6,1}

A ~{O, I ,J!

C=(2,3.5}
E ={-1,5.0}
G~{6,O.2J.
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Figure t. Spanning sabgraphs of
odd degree

Figure 2.
BIG(STS(7))

Cons tru ction nf

There arc three spanning subgraphs
of odd degree havin g 1\\ '0 edges more
than l-factor; we denote these by Z,
.z, and z;
When the BIG has eve n degree.
since the BIG(S7 S(I1)) is regular of
degree • 3(n - 3)12 and since

n =: l or3 (mod 6). the BIG has even
degree prec isely when

n e l or Zt mod 12).

Resu lts
Cons idering the degree of the
BIG(Sr.Wn)), we can construct BIG
for any S7:"j(n). For example consider
the fo llowing constructions of block
inte rsection graphs.

1. S ince BIG has a n even degree when
11=7. B1G(STS(7)) can be con struct
as fo llows. LeI {0. /.2.J.-I.5.6) be
the set of vertices of STS(7). The
triples of STS(7) are :

2. Consider the construction of
BIGrSTS(IJ;) 'W hich has an odd
degree . This shows that each of the
three possible leaves ca n indeed be
achieved . Cons ider the cycli c
STS(13) formed by the sets
{fO.I.4}./O.2.7}/.Onc possible
trian gu lation of th is S7"S is yielded
by the following "triang les":

t/0 ,1..J}.t1,2,5}. :11.0.5,'/
I{1.3,8/./3.5. JO}.{{ 5.8/l
{{5. 7.12/ .{6, 7, 10/,{10.12..///
{( 7.8.lllJ7,9.1),f9.11,3/}

{{2,j ,6}.{3../. 7},to.: 7lJ
{{2,{ 9!.{{ ,6, I 1,',{5.6.9,','
{{6,8,O},{lJ,9.12}, f 9, IO,ON
{{12.1,6}.{lO.1J,1/./ I I,12,2lJ

The unused triples in the above
triangulation are. and so th is
triangulation will yie ld a Zl
lea ve.A second possible
triangu lation is yielded by the
following "t riangles":

({O.J.-I).:1.2.5/.{I J.O.5}1
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{{5, 7, I2},{6, 7. /O}.f10,12,4}}
{(2.3.6/,{3•.J,7}.{O,2. 7)}
/{6.8. 0/. (8.9. J2j, /9.10.OJ)
{{U ,8! ,{],5. I 0},{4,5,8}}
/{7,8.JJI .{7.9.Jj .{9.JJ,H}j
{{2"/.9/,{4,6. JJt.{5.6. 9f}
{ {8, IO,2{.{/0 , I I, l}.f11,1V }}

Since the unused two trip les IJ2. o.
3l and IJ2 ,J.6} have a poin t in
common. we obtain a 21 leav'e.

Discu ssion
In the case when BIG has even
degree. can be solved .• while when
the BJG has odd degree. remova l of
some spanning subgra phs of odd
degree is necessary before the rest
ca n be decomposed into triangles.
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